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DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 19” RACK SYSTEMS

mfb raCk aCCessories ‑ Cable DuCting

HoriZontal Wire management tray
This 1rU high tray is designed to provide cable 
support and distribution for use with patch 
panels etc. Finished in black powder coat.

HingeD Cable Carrier
Used to support cables entering the rear of equipment that 
is mounted on telescopic slides. it allows the equipment 
to be withdrawn without the need to disconnect cables.

eartH bar
The copper earth bar mounts vertically in the racks and comes 
with M6 tapped holes at 100mm pitch. Also available is an 
optional insulation bush. Tin plated copper 3mm x 20mm.

WiDtH CoDe  WiDtH CoDe

19” 12527-01 650 12527-02

700 12527-04 800 12527-03

DeptH CoDe  

600 03065-15 

700 03065-16 

800 03065-17 

900 03065-18 

1000 03065-19

type CoDe

Hinged CABLe CArrier 03022-01

type CoDe

inSULATion BUSH KiT 03312-01

type CoDe

12 12064-04

18 12064-05

24 12064-06

27 12064-01

33 12064-07

39 12064-02

42 12064-08

45 12064-03
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WiDtH CoDe

600 03065-10

700 03065-11

800 03065-12

 

oVerHeaD Cable DuCt system 
This ducting system is designed to accommodate  
a large number of cables across a suite of S2005  
cabinets. The 200mm wide duct sits above the roof  
panel and provides a “drop in” feature, which allows 
cable to then enter the cabinet in the correct position. 

The rail kit offers the flexibility to mount the duct at any 
position throughout the depth of the rack. This also provides 
the ability to add additional ducts for extra width. There 
are rail kits that suit each depth of cabinet and the duct 
sections are designed to suit all three widths of cabinets. 
Both the 700 wide and 800 wide have the “drop in” feature.

Assembly is easy with all required fixing points already on the 
rack, simply screw in the rails kits and fix on the duct sections.


